Village of Mamaroneck
Monday, December 02, 2019 | 02:49 pm

WEATHER ALERT
Snow Update... After widespread moderate to heavy snow a little while ago, a drier pocket slowly moving in from Connecticut
has resulted a lull. And it's quite possible that treated surfaces hold fairly well for the next hour or two, especially closer to
Connecticut and the Sound Shore. Going forward, it looks like the coverage and intensity of the snow should build again during
the evening, resulting in a good 1 - 3" of new accumulation...perhaps locally more in a few spots if bands can linger. In addition
to snow accumulations, any wet & slushy areas probably refreeze tonight...and some gusty winds develop which can lead to a
few pockets of blowing snow tonight into early Tuesday.

OVERVIEW
Start Time

End Time

Ongoing

Tuesday
2:00 AM - 4:00 AM

Total

Snow Confidence

2.0 - 5.0"
Snow

1.0 - 2.0"

20%

2.0 - 5.0"

55%

5.0 - 8.0"

25%

HAZARDS
Hazard

Threat

Ice

Low

Snowfall Rate

Moderate

Description
Any surfaces that are wet/slushy likely freeze-up tonight.
Snowfall rates of 0.5 - 1" per hour are possible again this evening.

FORECAST

Monday

Periods of varying intensity snow, though some lulls have developed, and can linger into the early
evening.
0.5 - 2.0" of Snow (Pavements may struggle to cover if snow remains light)
Temps mostly 33 - 36 | Wind turns N 10 - 20 mph

Mon Night

Periods of snow likely become steadier again early on (favoring 5/6 - 8 PM), before tapering off 2 - 4
AM. Then, remaining mostly cloudy and breezy.
1.0 - 3.0" of Snow (Add'l, storm total 2.0 - 5.0)
Any wet/slushy surfaces will freeze-up tonight.
Low 28 - 32 | Wind NW 10 - 20 mph, some higher gusts

Tuesday

Morning clouds give way to increasing sunshine for the afternoon. Stays breezy.
High 36 - 40 | Wind NW 10 - 20 mph, gusts to 30

Tue Night

Becoming mostly cloudy.
Low 26 - 30

Wednesday

Continued mostly cloudy with a passing flurry or sprinkle.
High 38 - 42

Forecaster: Ken Elliott

Next Update: This Evening 6 - 9 PM

908-850-8600
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https://weatherworksinc.com/forecast_guide.pdf

